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Chapter 1 : Who Are Agents for Actors and Why You Need One?
Search & contact Agents on calendrierdelascience.com Backstage Resources provides you with the most
comprehensive list of Agent directories. Visit today to find out!

London Acting Agents Make a list Put together a list of 20 agencies you like more on this in the next point.
Make up a simple list with all their details. IMDP Pro can be a great tool to help you find direct emails and
contact details. Also, just doing some digging on the internet can help you find emails and specific contact
details. Research agents When you are putting together your list of agents make sure you research the
agencies. Look up who is on their books: Look if they have actors that are similar to you. Ask industry
contacts and other actors whether they have heard about the agent. Basically be a detective. They might also
be able to swing you a recommendation, which can go a long way. More on recommendations later. How to
approach an acting agent We as actors understand objectives , so this should be easy. Your objective is simple:
This is the same with relationships. You should view contacting an agent in the same light. So here is the
formula to approach an agent successfully. Aim for a meeting. Once you have a relationship ask to be
represented. We are going to look at the possible ways of getting repped below, but whichever way you go
you should follow this model. Even if an agent is really keen straight away, meet with them first, then go from
there. Signing an actor is a big deal for an agent. Most think of it as at least a 20 year commitment, so
establishing a relationship is vital. The first thing to do is keep expectations low. We talk in more detail about
your toolkit in getting an agent. But the basics are making sure you have a great headshot and showreel. The
headshot should look like you! Agents want to see a natural shot. Showreels should also be simple. Make sure
you look good and your acting work is great. It might work on occasion, and can be a brave move, but in
general you will get shut down by the secretary and be given an email address anyway. Email is the best way
to get in touch with agents. What should I email? Keep it really simple and professional. Address it to
someone. Find a specific agent and use their name. Ask for a meeting. What should I send? If they want to see
more, they will ask. Agents are busy people, but most will make time to watch submissions. I recommend
giving it at least a week before considering sending a follow up email. The follow up email should again be
simple and professional. That being said, most make an effort to watch all submissions. Extra work and high
school plays should not be included. Recommendations The best way to get representation is to have another
actor recommend you. This recommendation becomes increasing more valuable if the actor has either a big
profile, or a great relationship with the agent. If an actor you know is with an agent you like, just be brave and
ask them. Invite them to a show Inviting agents to see your work can be one of the best ways to get a new
agent. Some thoughts on getting agents to your show: Offer them two tickets â€” no one wants to see theatre
alone. They are busy people agents, so follow up. Get the rest of the team involved. You should all be pushing
to get as many industry people along as possible. Drama School Showcase Without a doubt the easiest way to
get an agent is at a drama school showcase. If you are serious about an acting career you should consider
auditioning to a drama school. Best drama schools in the world. A few things to remember at a drama school
showcase: You typically have less than 2 minutes to convince an agent of your ability, so put your best foot
forward. Think about where you fit in the industry and consider playing into that. It can seem like a big deal at
the time, but you can always change agents, so just relax and accept the outcome. Before you press send Time
of year This is especially important for young actors In every city around the world agents are always on the
look out for drama school graduates, so be aware of when the major drama schools are showcasing. More
Training Are you ready to start a professional career? If you are keen to get started straightaway and still want
to train, check out StageMilk Drama School. Is it your best work Before sending your email make sure you are
presenting yourself in the best possible light. Get a friend, or better still, someone in the industry, to watch
your showreel and look at your headshot. Also, get a friend to have a look over your words. Grammatical
errors in an email never do you any favours. The opportunities an agent can offer you are huge. Be honest
about where you are at and go from there. Look at your toolkit and make sure your acting is great. Finally,
remember agents can smell desperation. Wherever you are at as an actor, own it. You have talent, passion and
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a lot to offer.
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RDP agents are hooked in by default, have implicit caching, handle concurrent requests without patterns, and 'agents
maintain' communications rather than fire-and-forget, and so all connections are implicit in the actor state and
source-code.

However, that should not discourage from working hard towards your goal. Also, remember that once you
sign with an agent , he or she is now working for you, not the other way around. Would you like to download
the below list of 10 best acting agencies in London in PDF? However, there is a good list of London contacts
with their e-mail addresses and direct-dial numbers. It focuses exclusively on actors and is a favorite of many
with experienced players, whether for films, theatre, radio, or TV. The good news is that also compared to
WME, Conway van Gelder Grant acting agency, despite its size and being one of the best acting agencies in
London, welcomes applications from any ambitious young actors with the right portfolio. The former Ken
McCreddie Associates was rebranded under this new title nearly two years ago, mainly to reflect changes
made since being acquired by the Marcus Evans Group about five years previously. However, there is a
helpful FAQs section, with guidance on how to apply for representation. United Agents A pretty much
comprehensive agency, United Agents covers almost every element in entertainment creativity: The extensive
client roster includes several international luminaries, many of whom work regularly on US-based productions
and whom you probably know well: It appears that United Agents also have a niche in crossover talent, such
as supermodel Cara Delevigne, now starting to making her mark in films. Write to them instead. As the name
suggests, this rather exclusive outfit prides itself on scrutinizing the small print of contracts diligently on
behalf of clients. Founded in by agent Sue Latimer and now owned by the US-headquartered Avalon
Management Group, it has a reputation for working closely with actors in the development of their long-term
careers, remaining loyal to them even in slump years. The text is peremptory and slightly forbidding.
Applications for representation are only accepted if sent by snail-mail and the agency also open about their
policy of accepting such packages: The firm also has a particularly strong reputation among casting agents in
the US. HH has a substantial list of clients, including several leading names whom you will definitely know:
Hamilton Hodell also represents a few noted American actors, including Anjelica Huston. There is a good
FAQs page, with a guide on how to apply for representation and a dedicated e-mail address. They generally
have a better name for looking after their clients more personally, but may offer less comprehensive access to
acting opportunities. Hatton McEwan Penford Not actually that small, this London talent agency has been
around for over a quarter-century and claims close working relationships with several leading US counterparts.
There are no contact details for individual talent agents, but there are outline biographies for each, a helpful
feature not found among the leaders in my list. Its relatively small client roster specifically includes a number
of young actors. Applications are made through a dedicated e-mail address. Bloomfields Welch Management
Founded by Emma Bloomfield in , this rather exclusive outfit has an interesting sideline: The Narrow Road
Company This rather hip-sounding agency is unique among all listed here in that it has two UK offices: There
are brief instructions on how to apply for representation by e-mail or post snail-mail. In such a world-class
center for acting as London, there are any number of single-agent operators. However, remember to do your
research first so as not to fall victim to all types of acting business scams.
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An agent's job is to utilize his/her contacts and inside information in a way that gets you acting gigs. The typical process
for new clients is that the agent will set up general meetings with executives, producers and casting directors around
town to sort of "introduce" you to the big decision makers.

Music agents[ edit ] In the music world, booking agents are different from talent managers. Booking agents
are the people who actually book shows for the artists they represent. These agents make all of the
arrangements with the promoters of the shows. Items may include lighting , sound, meals, hotel
accommodations, and transportation. For concert buyers, they work to find the artist who will fit in the need
and available budget. Many of the major booking agencies refuse to represent clients who are not already
signed to a major record label and have national distribution of their music. Because of this, artists on
independent record labels often seek representation with an independent booking agency. Bars and nightclubs
that specialize in presenting live music on a regular basis often employ an individual to assemble the schedule
of events. Booking agents may also have contacts known as free-lance promoters. These are individuals who
agree to produce a concert by locating a venue, providing a sound system and assembling a staff. This has
often been the only available option for underground musicians lacking enough popular appeal to gain access
to more conventional performance venues see: Punk rock , but is also used among the genre of raves and
various DJ-related events. The cost factor of having a booking agent must be weighed against what the agent
can do for clients and buyers alike. Some music agencies deal exclusively with cover bands , listing exclusive
and non-exclusive artists on their rosters. Cruise ship industry[ edit ] Booking agents are also used for the
cruise ship industry where several different categories of entertainers are needed. Artists looking to work on
cruise ships will sign an employment contract with the cruise line and a separate commission contract with the
booking agent. The agent will usually be based in the country of origin for the artist. A music manager is hired
by a musician or band to help with determining decisions related to career moves, bookings, promotions,
business deals, recording contracts, etc. The role of music managers is extensive and may include similar
duties to that of a press agent, promoter, booking agent, business manager who is sometimes a certified public
accountant , tour managers , and sometimes even a personal assistant. Responsibilities of a business manager
are often divided among many individuals who manage various aspects of a musical career. With an unsigned
act, music managers must assume multiple roles: A music manager becomes important to managing the many
different pieces that make up a career in music. The manager can assist singers, songwriters, and
instrumentalists in molding a career, finding music producers, and developing relationships with record
companies, publishers, agents, and the music-loving public. The duties of an active music manager will focus
on developing a reputation for the musician and building a fan base, which may include mastering and
launching a demo CD, developing and releasing press kits, planning promotional activities, and booking
shows. A music manager will gain access to a recording studio, photographers, and promotions. He or she will
see that CD labels, posters, and promotional materials appropriately represent the band or artist, and that press
kits are released in a timely manner to appropriate media. Online voice talent agents[ edit ] With the advent of
the internet, established and new talent can have a thriving career in the voice over industry through online
casting websites. In an industry where radio and television voice overs can be recorded in home studios
because of technology becoming so affordable, high paying jobs are no longer sourced exclusively through
traditional voice talent agents. History[ edit ] Since the decline in viewership in theaters, from the s to s, a
monumental shift occurred in how studios produced films and reduced the cost of exclusive and expensive
actors. After the shift, actors and actresses were working for the studios but were not owned by one major
studio entity, and so were able to work with other studios. This shift has meant that agents were now seen as a
necessity instead of an option. In the s new agencies were established to compete with the "Big five. These
agencies were Traid Artists and InterTalent. Difference between agents and managers[ edit ] The difference
between the roles of agents and managers has become smaller and more blurred. A prominent difference
between agents and managers under California state law is that licensed talent agents and employment agents
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are the only entities legally allowed to seek work on behalf of their clients. Managers do not face the same
restrictions.
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Carolyne Barry, a casting director, working actor, and director, is considered by agents, casting directors, and students
to be the best commercial audition acting coach in Los Angeles.

Coulson puts together a team of agents, and they travel the world dealing with strange new cases. During this
time, Hydra is revealed to have infiltrated S. Fury makes Coulson the new Director of S. Following the
signing of the Sokovia Accords , S. In the Framework virtual reality, Coulson teaches about the dangers of
Inhumans. It is later discovered that Phil Coulson is dying due to the side effect of having Ghost Rider in him
during the final battle with Aida. Following the final battle with the gravitonium-enhanced Glenn Talbot,
Coulson retires to live out his last days on Tahiti with May. Season two Coulson would have defeated him and
left him there on the other planet to fend for himself," while season three Coulson paused while a portal to
Earth was closing to take the time to kill Ward. Still struggling to move past this event years later, May agrees
to watch her old friend and partner Coulson for Fury, reporting to the latter and looking for potential
side-effects of Project T. When Coulson becomes the new Director of S. In the Framework, May did not kill
Belyakov and becomes a top operative within Hydra. Following the fight against the gravitonium-enhanced
Glenn Talbot, May joins Coulson on his final days on Tahiti. To have learned what she had to do, for the good
of the many I can understand why it would traumatize her so much and cause her to retreat. The rest of her
costume is inspired by military flight suits, including a leather vest, and pants with stretch panels to aid with
fighting. She wants to be there for him, and if it serves S. For Skye to be an unknown entity, May still holds
out hope. She hopes that her training with her will help her be able to control her new powers, but you never
know. Sometimes the power overtakes everything else. The betrayal might be not sharing that information of
what happened to him with her. I think she understands that, in a way, he was scared and trying to be
protective of their relationship and doing it all for the wrong reasons. I think, ultimately, Agent May is kind of
shut down when it comes to Lash and Andrew at this point. Grant Douglas Ward portrayed by Brett Dalton ,
the son of politicians, was abused by his parents and older brother Christian growing up. After attempting to
kill Christian by burning their house down, Grant meets John Garrett , a Hydra double agent within S. In love
with his former teammate Skye, Grant escapes custody, apparently kills Christian and their parents, and
infiltrates Hydra so Skye can meet her father. Despite this, Skye turns on Ward and shoots him, and he escapes
only with the help of former S. He accidentally kills Palamas while she is in disguise as May, and blaming S.
He is revealed to still be a double agent, now working for the Inhuman resistance, due to his recruitment by
Victoria Hand. Brett Dalton Dalton was cast in November The Winter Soldier are] an infiltration based on
betrayal on a massive scale, we wanted to have it on the small scale, and have it be a really personal dagger to
the heart. I get to play two different characters in a way. You know, a by-the-book risk assessor". He can do
and make tough choices and he can sometimes do unpleasant things in the name of something that he feels he
believes in. In some ways, we have the most healthy relationship out of all of the other dynamics on the show,
which is saying something because Ward is not a lovey-dovey kind of guy. There was a shred of humanity in
there, and always the possibility and the thought that he could be redeemed You see it in his eyes This whole
thing of closure keeps coming up over and over again. There is so much closure out there in the world that
needs to be achieved. Dalton was surprised that people "seem to be standing with Ward no matter what he
does Hive comics Hive from Latin: Alveus is one of the first Inhumans, a parasite who can connect with and
control the minds of other Inhumans and feed off of or possess humans. Created by the Kree from a Mayan
hunter portrayed by Jason Glover to lead their Inhuman army against mankind, Hive ultimately incited a
rebellion, uniting humans and Inhumans to drive the Kree from Earth. He eventually only survived on human
sacrifices sent through the portal by followers, and their descendants, still loyal to himâ€”Hydra. Hive escapes
back through the portal in modern times by possessing the body of Grant Ward. Hive then takes steps to
recreate the original Kree experiment that made him, planning to use a warhead to spread a pathogen around
the world and transform all humans into Primitive Inhumans. He is destroyed when S. Here we are, coming
full circle, with him being on the completely opposite side of that. I tried to change my voice in there, I tried to
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change even my level of expression in there because I was supposed to be channeling somebody else entirely
coming through. Hive finds his purpose has to do with somehow connecting all of the Inhumans. This person
has been around for way too long to think in anything other than global terms. Hive is the opposite. He sees
every move on the chess board. It is about a new world order of sorts. There are flashes of you in there
Somehow the truth comes out. For Hive, he was trying to change that entire thing and everyone who was on
there But there was also an acceptance. Taking the name "Skye", she became a skilled hacktivist , opposing
organisations like S. This led to her involvement with Coulson, who decided to recruit her, and have Ward,
and then May, train her to be a formidable field agent. After reuniting with her father, Skye chooses to drive
him away, knowing him to be a monster and murderer, though his wishes for her to fulfill her destinyâ€”by
unlocking her Inhuman abilitiesâ€”are granted when she unintentionally comes into contact with the Terrigen
Mists , which give her earthquake-generating abilities. Skye soon meets Jiaying, who helps Skye control her
abilities. Now using her birth name, Johnson forms a S. After briefly being connected to Hive, and watching
Lincoln Campbell, with whom she developed a romantic relationship, sacrifice himself for her, Johnson leaves
S. She later returns to S.
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Employment Actors and athletes have agents to help them find work. Now vets with PTSD can, too. Staff Sgt. Robert
Simonovich takes cover during a combined mission with the Iraqi army in Lutafiyah, Iraq, on April 16,

So you want to become an actor? Well as we pointed out in our guide to how to become an actor , you must
find yourself a talent agent. Here is our guide to finding a talent agency. How to land a talent agent 1. It is in
your best interest to work with a franchised talent agency because, non-franchised agents are more likely to be
a con artist than a legitimate agent. Market yourself Once you find a list of Talent Agencies that you are
interested in working with you are ready for the next step, marketing yourself as an actor. Here are the three
things you need to contact potential talent agencies. Your Acting Resume 3. A one-page cover letter Your
mission is to get a talent agent to agree to me with you in person to evaluate you as a potential client. Your
resume should show how serious and experienced you are and your cover letter should introduce yourself.
Always make sure that you have the correct spelling of an agent and the agency along with the correct mailing
address. To improve your chances of getting an agent as soon as possible. Mail your package to every
union-franchised agency. Then, after waiting for 10 days, start contacting each agency asking for a meeting.
Interviewing with a Talent Agency If an agent wants to meet you in person, then you are one step closer to
reaching your dreams. Nothing looks worse than showing up late to a meeting. The talent agent will most
likely have a copy of your package but, be sure to bring copies just in case. The purpose of the meeting is to
give the agent a chance to determine if you can make it as an actor, so be ready to perform for the agent.
Questions you should ask your prospective talent agent You should never be afraid to ask questions during
your interview. Here are 5 questions you should ask during your meeting. Who will represent me from your
agency? How many clients do you currently represent 3. What kind of actor do you see me as? How many
other actors do you represent that are similar to me? How would you direct my career? What kind of work
have you gotten in the last 6 months for your actors? What do you expect from me? How do you prefer your
actors contact you? What if the talent agency rejects you? There are hundreds of talent agencies out there but,
when you are applying to get represented you maybe faced with a ton of rejection letters and declines. Think
about it, Kevin Costner, Angelina Jolie, John Travolta and Brad Pitt struggled to find a talent agency to
represent them when they first entered the entertainment industry. Honestly, everyone gets rejected by agents
because, agents are never sure who will become the next A-List actor. Typically, agents will say no to you for
two reasons. An agent may reject because you look too much like other actors that the agent represents. Your
agent does not believe that you currently have enough experience or training to justify representing you. Take
rejection professionally and move on with your acting career. The more agents you contact, the better your
chances of finding at least one talent agent to represent you. But, remember you have to focus on making sure
your agent believes in you. You have to determine what type of agent is perfect for your career and you feel
the most comfortable working with. It is a tough and long process but, landing the perfect agent can be an
amazing feeling.
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Chapter 6 : 4 Hidden Secrets to Getting a Talent Agent
Celebrity actors and male reality stars agents, managers, and publicists contact info (phone numbers, email addresses,
and mailing address). Questions in the category: Actors.

It can be difficult to find an agent. Here are some tips. Obtain a copy of an agent listing book for your area.
This book will feature the name of agencies, their mailing addresses, phone numbers and pertinent information
about the agencies, such as the type of actors they tend to represent. Many books also feature what particular
agencies are looking for in terms of new talent. These books are updated monthly so the information should be
accurate. Since there will only be a few, you can visit their websites to see if they are seeking new talent. Put
together a packet to mail to prospective agents. You should include a brief cover letter, outlining your acting
experience and why you would be a good fit for that particular agency. Try to show your personality in your
cover letter. Put your cover letter, headshot and resume, together in a packet and mail it out to agents. If an
agent is interested in you, she will contact you to set up a meeting. Follow up with a postcard mailing. Write a
brief note on the back of the postcard, explaining that you are following up on your packet and would love to
meet in person. Make sure your contact information is on the postcard so the agent can contact you if
interested. Prepare for your meeting with an agent. These initial meetings are meant to see if you and the agent
would be a good fit together. Have a monologue prepared in case they ask for it. Be aware that the agent may
ask you to perform a cold reading of material at your meeting. This involves the agent giving you a scene to
rehearse for a few minutes on your own. You will then perform it for the agent. If you have a demo reel with
clips of your on-camera acting, bring it with you to the meeting. Agents often see local theater and many
actors have found representation via theater. Get out in front of people and act! You never know who will be
in the audience. These workshops are similar to casting directors workshops. You pay a fee to meet and
perform for an acting agent. You will get the opportunity to ask the agent any questions you may have, and
then perform either a monologue or scene for him. If he is interested in representing you, he will contact you
after the workshop to set up a meeting. Aim to put out a mass mailing every six months or so. Warning Be
aware of social boundaries. Never hound an agent for representation. Treat it as a professional business
relationship and be respectful.
Chapter 7 : Casting Calls Acting auditions & jobs: Model, Actors, Singers, Performers - Join APT for Free
So you want to be represented as an actor. This is the goal for most actors once they reach a certain point in their
career. You want to start landing professional acting roles and get your career progressing.

Chapter 8 : How to Contact Acting Agents | Approaching an Acting Agent
Talent agents, acting agents, or "agents for actors" are the people who make sure that instead of staring at directors and
actors through a misted studio glass door, one eye on them and one ear pressed to the cold glass, you're actually in the
studio giving it your all in an audition.

Chapter 9 : Association of Talent Agents - Association of Talent Agents
A talent agent, or booking agent, is a person who finds jobs for actors, authors, film directors, musicians, models,
professional athletes, writers, screenwriters, broadcast journalists, and other professionals in various entertainment or
broadcast businesses. In addition, an agent defends, supports and promotes the interest of their clients.
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